
Peep Face - Give each kid a package of peeps. The kids will have one minute to 
stick as many peeps to their face. Tip: tearing the peeps apart makes them sticky. 
The kid with the most peeps on their face wins.

Face the Egg - Give each kid a flat chocolate egg candy. Have the kids place the 
chocolate eggs on their forehead. The kids will have one minute to try to move the 
chocolate egg from their forehead to their mouth, no hands. The first kid to 
successfully eat their chocolate egg wins.

Blind Candy - Have a variety of popular Easter candy available for this game. Blind 
fold 2-4 kids at a time. Hand each kid a piece of Easter candy and allow them to 
taste it. The first kid to correctly guess the candy wins. Play more rounds with 
different kids and candy. 

Candy Dice - Have the kids sit down in a circle. Place an Easter basket filled with 
candy in the center of the circle. Allow the kids to take turns rolling a large dice. 
They will follow the instructions based on the number the dice lands on. 1 = 1 
candy, 2 = 2 candies, 3 = Lose turn, 4 = Put a piece of candy back, 5 = Trade with 
someone else, 6 = Take a candy from someone else. Keep playing until the leader 
says the game is over. Everyone can keep the candy they have at the end of the 
game. 

Pass the Egg - Fill a large egg with candy. Have the kids sit down in a circle. When 
the leader says go, the kids will begin passing the egg around the cirle. When the 
leader says stop, whoever is holding the egg is out. Keep playing until one kid is 
left in the game. Allow them to keep the egg and the candy inside. Play more 
rounds with additional eggs if time.
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